UNIT 3 VOCABULARY

3A Activity 1

- **equipment**: the tools and materials you need for a particular activity
- **hardly ever**: almost never
- **magic tricks**: actions, usually performed for entertainment, that makes a person look like he/she has a special power
- **paperback**: a book with a soft cover

3A Activity 2

- **calligraphy**: the art of writing using special pens or brushes
- **chess**: a board game played by 2 people
- **collect**: to get and keep things that interest you
- **instrument**: an object such as a piano, guitar, etc., that makes music
- **unusual**: different from what is usual or common

3B Activity 1

- **go hiking**: to take long walks in the mountains or country
- **just**: only
- **missing**: not there
- **team**: a group of people who compete in a sport or game
- **winning**: being the best in a sport or game

3B Activity 2

- **awful**: very bad
- **bungee jumping**: jumping from a high place with a long piece of elastic rope attached to your ankle
- **No way!**: an expression used to say that you will definitely not do something
- **washing machine**: a machine that washes clothes

3B Activity 3

- **extreme sports**: types of sports that are very challenging and often dangerous